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In this paper, we deduce different linearized Lagrangian formulations for the motion and energy conservation equations
from the conservation principles of continuum thermomechanics for materials with long memory. The methodology is a
generalization of that used by Bermúdez de Castro (2005) for Coleman–Noll materials. To deﬁne the constitutive laws for
thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory, we consider not only the classical state variables – deformation gradient
and temperature – but also a new speciﬁc tensorial internal variable to consider the memory effect in the mechanical
stresses.
The theory of nonlinear materials with speciﬁc vectorial internal variables is presented by Coleman and Gurtin (1967),
where it is applied to ﬂuids. Also, Simo and Miehe (1992) use this methodology to a model of associative coupled thermo-
plasticity and Tzavaras (1999) to a semilinear model problem of stress relaxation. In this paper, we consider this theory to
model the thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory and to obtain the associated equilibrium equations; in particular,
the energy equation we deduce is analogous to the one given in Tzavaras (1999).
The Maxwell–Norton materials with mechanical coefﬁcients strongly dependent on the temperature are a particular
example of thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory. These materials are used in the casting processes where there
are strong temperature gradients; for their numerical simulation it is very important to include the mechanical dissipation
terms in the energy equation and the temperature dependence of all thermomechanical coefﬁcients. That is why we propose
different linearizations for the conservation laws associated with thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory and par-
ticularly with Maxwell–Norton materials: a ﬁrst linearization to consider small deformations; a second linearization on the
terms of the thermal response mapping which depend linearly on deformation gradient with respect to temperature and a
third one to simplify the nonlinearities with respect to tensorial internal variable.. All rights reserved.
x: +34 981 597 054.
intela).
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servation principles of continuum thermomechanics. In Section 3, we will deﬁne the thermoviscoelastic materials with long
memory, we will deduce the restrictions on their constitutive laws in order to satisfy the second principle of thermodynam-
ics and we will rewrite the associated equilibrium equations in Eulerian coordinates for these materials. Then, in Section 4,
we will rewrite these equations in the reference conﬁguration; in addition, assuming small displacements, small variations
of temperature and small perturbations of the tensorial internal variable, we will present three linearizations of the equilib-
rium laws. In Section 5, we will choose the response functions associated with Maxwell–Norton materials whose mechanical
coefﬁcients depend on the temperature and we will rewrite the linearized models for these materials. Finally, some conclu-
sions will be given in Section 6.
2. Notations
In this section, we introduce the notation used along this work as in the books of Gurtin (1981) or Bermúdez de Castro
(2005).
Let E be an afﬁne Euclidean space on a vector space V. Let B be a body and X : B R! E a motion of B. We refer to
Bt ¼ XðB; tÞ as the deformed conﬁguration at time t and we assume that B ¼ B0 is the reference conﬁguration. The set
T ¼ fðx; tÞ : x 2 Bt ; t 2 Rg is the trajectory of the motion X. Let Pð; tÞ : Bt ! B be its reference map, verifying
XðPðx; tÞ; tÞ ¼ x and PðXðp; tÞ; tÞ ¼ p.
The following table summarizes the notation used to different differential operators:Material ﬁeld
Uðp; tÞSpatial ﬁeld
wðx; tÞDomain B R T
Arguments Material point p
and time t
Spatial point x
and time tGradient with respect to 1st
argument (space)rU gradwDerivative with respect to 2nd
argument (time)_U w0Divergence DivU divwMappings X and P allow us to express a spatial ﬁeld as a material ﬁeld and vice versa:Spatial description Us of a material ﬁeld Uðp; tÞ Material description wm of a spatial ﬁeld wðx; tÞ
Usðx; tÞ ¼ UðPðx; tÞ; tÞ wmðp; tÞ ¼ wðXðp; tÞ; tÞðUsÞm ¼ U; ðwmÞs ¼ w
_w ¼ ððwmÞÞs
We denote by:
 uðp; tÞ ¼ Xðp; tÞ  p the displacement,
 F the deformation gradient, Fðp; tÞ ¼ rXðp; tÞ ¼ ðIþruÞðp; tÞ, where I is the identity tensor,
 vðx; tÞ ¼ _uðp; tÞ the velocity,
 Lðx; tÞ ¼ gradvðx; tÞ, and
 Dðx; tÞ the symmetric part of Lðx; tÞ.
We assume the existence of:
 a mass distribution q0 : B! Rþ,
 a system of forces (s,b), where s :NT!V is the density of surface force per unit area and b :T!V the density of
body force per unit volume,N being the set of unit vectors of the vector space V, and
 a system of heat ðg; f Þ, where g :NT! R is the density of surface heat per unit area and f :T! R the density of body
heat per unit volume.
We represent by:
 Lin the linear space of endomorphisms from V,
 Linþ the subset of endomorphisms from V whose determinant is positive,
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 Sym0 the subspace of Lin of all symmetric endomorphisms whose trace is null,
 Skw the subspace of Lin of all skew endomorphisms,
 Orth the subspace of Lin of all orthogonal endomorphisms, and
 Orthþ the subspace of all rotations of Orth.
Under smooth enough assumptions, the following conservation laws and principles must be veriﬁed in any deformed
conﬁguration:
Conservation laws
Mass q0 ¼ qdetF (MC)
Momentum q _v ¼ divTþ b (FC)
Energy q _e ¼ T : D divqþ f (EC)Thermodynamics principle
Second qh_s q _eþ T : D 1h q  gradhP 0 (E1)where
 q :T! Rþ is the density in the motion X,
 T :T! Sym is the Cauchy stress tensor,
 e :T! R is the speciﬁc internal energy per unit mass,
 q :T!V is the heat ﬂux per unit area,
 s :T! R is the speciﬁc entropy per unit mass, and ﬁnally
 h :T! Rþ is the absolute temperature.
Furthermore, ‘‘:” deﬁnes the contraction product of two subscripts; in particular T:D is the inner product deﬁned by
T : D ¼ trðTtDÞ, where tr represents the trace and Tt the transpose of T.
3. Thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory
In this section, we follow the methodology used by Bermúdez de Castro (2005) for Coleman–Noll materials. First, in Sec-
tion 3.1, we deﬁne the thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory. Then, we deduce the restrictions on their response
functions to guarantee the second principle of thermodynamics in Section 3.2. Finally, we rewrite the equilibrium equations
for the thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory in Section 3.3 and we see under certain assumptions on response
mappings that these materials satisfy the principle of material frame indifference and isotropy in Section 3.4.
The constitutive laws for these materials are introduced, considering the theory of internal variables: we suppose the
existence of local variables which determine the state of material at each point and time. In particular, the thermoviscoelas-
tic model with long memory considers as observable state variables the deformation tensor, F, the absolute temperature, h,
and a internal variable Z which gives the viscoplastic history of the material. First two observable state variables F and h are
usual in thermoviscoelastic models, whereas Z is introduced to take into account the thermal and mechanical loading his-
tories; as we will see in Section 5 these choices will allow us to consider the Maxwell–Norton materials as thermoviscoelas-
tic materials with long memory.
A ﬁrst study of the thermodynamics of nonlinear materials with constitutive laws deﬁned in terms of internal state vari-
ables is given in Coleman and Gurtin (1967); these authors introduce an internal state vector in order to modelize the ﬂuids.
Later, Coleman (1964) developes a general theory for materials with fading memory but in his work internal variables are not
considered. Albert (1998) also introduces a vector of internal variables to describe the mechanical behaviour of materials
with constitutive equations of monotone type; this theory is used to include particular cases of viscoelastic and viscoplastic
materials in Albert and Chelmin´ski (2002). Adam and Ponthot (2005) model the thermomechanical behaviour of metals sub-
mitted to large strains considering also a vector of internal variables.
Other authors like Simo and Miehe (1992) and later Serrano et al. (1995) also include an internal variable to deﬁne ther-
moplastic laws: the scalar corresponding to the part of the entropy dissipating energy. More recently, Tzavaras (1999) takes
a scalar internal variable to consider the structure of relaxation approximations to conservation laws; and Helm and Haupt
(2003) describe the material behaviour of shape memory alloy including a scalar internal variable to the fraction of martens-
ite and some stress internal variables to consider the energy storage due to internal stress ﬁelds.
Last, Lattanzio and Tzavaras (2006) consider a model of viscoelastic stress-relaxation where the viscoelastic stresses are
described by means of tensorial internal variables.
In this work, we consider as internal variable a symmetric second order tensor Z, whose temporal evolution is governed
by an ordinary differential equation similar to ones given in the previously mentioned works. The variable Z, whose temporal
evolution depends on variation of plasticity potential, allows us to check the dissipated energy by history of the viscoplastic
stresses from initial time.
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1. X : B R! E the motion of B,
2. T 2 C1ðT; SymÞ the Cauchy stress tensor,
3. b 2 C0ðT;VÞ the body force per unit volume,
4. e 2 C1ðT;RÞ the speciﬁc internal energy per unit mass,
5. h 2 C1ðT;RþÞ the absolute temperature,
6. q 2 C1ðT;VÞ the heat ﬂux per unit area,
7. f 2 C0ðT;RÞ the body heat per unit volume,
8. s 2 C1ðT;RÞ the speciﬁc entropy per unit mass,
9. Z 2 C1ðT; SymÞ the internal symmetric second order tensor,
verifying equations (MC), (FC) and (EC) at each point of its trajectory.
Deﬁnition 2. A material body is a triple ðB;q0;CÞ consisting of a body B, a mass distribution q0 and a family C of thermo-
dynamic processes called the constitutive class of the body.
Deﬁnition 3. A material body ðB;q0;CÞ is called thermoviscoelastic with long memory if there exist seven smooth enough
response mappings bTelas; bTther; bTplas; e^; q^; s^ and g,bTelas : Linþ  Rþ B! Sym;bTther : Linþ  Rþ B! Sym;bTplas : Linþ  Rþ  SymB! Sym;
e^ : Linþ  Rþ  SymB! R;
q^ : Linþ  Rþ  SymVB!V;
s^ : Linþ  Rþ  SymB! R;
g : Linþ  Rþ  SymB! Sym;such that for every thermodynamic process ðX;T;b; e; h;q; f ; s;ZÞ 2 C it satisﬁesTðx; tÞ ¼ bTelasðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ; pÞ þ bTtherðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;pÞ þ bTplasðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ
¼ bTðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ; ð1Þ
eðx; tÞ ¼ e^ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ; ð2Þ
qðx; tÞ ¼ q^ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ; gradhðx; tÞ;pÞ; ð3Þ
sðx; tÞ ¼ s^ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ; pÞ; ð4Þ
_Zðx; tÞ ¼ gðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ; ð5Þwith x ¼ Xðp; tÞ and bT : Linþ  Rþ  SymB! Sym, being deﬁned asbTðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ bTelasðF; h;pÞ þ bTtherðF; h;pÞ þ bTplasðF; h;Z;pÞ: ð6Þ
In practice, bTelas represents the elastic part of Cauchy stress tensor T, bTther its thermal part and bTplas its viscoplastic part
which includes the memory of the suffering stresses in ½0; t through internal variable Z.
Remark 4. The heat ﬂux response function q^ depends on the temperature gradient as an independent variable to take into
account that q is strongly dependent on the temperature changes through the material. Consequently, by the Truesdell’s
principle of equipresence, the variable grad h should also be present in all constitutive equations. Nevertheless, because of as
shown in Coleman (1964) or Coleman and Gurtin (1967), the presence of grad h as independent variable in laws (1), (2), (4)
or (5) contradicts the second principle of thermodynamics (Clausius–Duhem inequality), and in order to simplify our paper
we do not consider it.3.2. Verifying the second principle
Throughout this paper we suppose that the response mappings are smooth enough and verify the following hypotheses:
(H1) There exists a smooth enough mapping, bh : Linþ  R SymB! Rþ, such that if F 2 Linþ; h 2 Rþ; Z 2 Sym and p 2 B
then
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Consequently, h ¼ bhðF; s;Z; pÞ ¼ bhðF; s^ðF; h;Z; pÞ;Z; pÞ.
(H2) Given a motion X, a smooth enough function h :T! Rþ and Z0 2 Sym, there exists a smooth tensorial function
Z :T! Sym, unique solution of the system:
_Zðx; tÞ ¼ gðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ in T; x ¼ Xðp; tÞ;
Zmðp;0Þ ¼ Z0:
(
(H3) There exists h : Linþ  Rþ  SymB! Sym such thatgðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ hðF; h; bTðF; h;Z;pÞ;pÞ 8F 2 Linþ; h 2 Rþ; Z 2 Sym and p 2 B:
(H4) For all F 2 Linþ, there exists Z 2 Sym such that the function g veriﬁesgðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ 0 8h 2 Rþ and p 2 B:Remark 5. Hypothesis (H3) relates the temporal evolution of Z to the Cauchy stress tensor T, and hence, Z is connected to
the history of suffered stresses by the material through the expressionZðx; tÞ ¼
Z t
0
hðFðp; sÞ; hðXðp; sÞ; sÞ;TðXðp; sÞ; sÞ;pÞdsþ Z0; where p ¼ Pðx; tÞ:In addition, from a mathematical point of view, this hypothesis allows us to describe _Z in terms of the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff
stress tensor in Lagrangian coordinates and, in consequence, to incorporate the presented linealizations for this tensor in the
temporal evolution of Z.
Theorem 6. We consider a thermoviscoelastic material with long memory whose constitutive class C veriﬁes hypotheses (H1) and
(H2).
Then, all elements in C satisfy the second principle of thermodynamics if and only if oe^
oh
ðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ h os^
oh
ðF; h;Z; pÞ; ð7Þ
 h os^
oZ








ðF; h;Z; pÞ ¼ h os^
oF









: gðF; h;Z; pÞ  1
qh
q^ðF; h;Z;w; pÞ wP 0; ð10Þ
ðgeneral dissipation inequalityÞ
for all F 2 Linþ; h 2 Rþ; Z 2 Sym; w 2V and p 2 B.
The proof is based on the following results.
Lemma 7.
(i) Given a motion X, we have_F ¼ LmF; ð11Þ
where F is the deformation gradient and Lm is the gradient of the velocity in Lagrangian coordinates.
(ii) Given F 2 Linþ and L 2 Lin, there exists eF : R! Linþ such that eFð0Þ ¼ F and _eFðtÞeFðtÞ1 ¼ L. Furthermore,
det eFðtÞ ¼ det FetrðLÞt > 0.
(iii) Given W 2 Skw and Q 2 Orthþ, the solution eQ of the Cauchy problem
_eQ ðtÞ ¼W eQ ðtÞ; eQ ð0Þ ¼ Q ; ð12Þveriﬁes eQ ðtÞ 2 Orthþ;8t 2 R.
Proof. (i) See Gurtin (1981), page 63; (ii) and (iii) see Bermúdez de Castro (2005), page 20. h
The following Lemma allows us to build up a particular thermodynamic process belonging to each constitutive class C of a
thermoviscoelastic material with long memory.
6138 M.C. Naya-Riveiro, P. Quintela / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 6133–6156Lemma 8. Let us consider a thermoviscoelastic material with long memory whose constitutive class C veriﬁes hypotheses (H1) and
(H2). Given F 2 Linþ and L 2 Lin, there exists a motion X such that Fðp;0Þ ¼ F and gradvðx; tÞ ¼ L; let us denote by T its
trajectory. Furthermore, let s 2 R; Z 2 Sym; p 2 B and h 2 C1ðT;RþÞ satisfyinghðx; 0Þ ¼ h with h :¼ bhðF; s;Z;pÞ and x ¼ Xðp;0Þ: ð13Þ
Then there exists a thermodynamic process ðX;T;b; e; h;q; f ; s;ZÞ 2 C such thatFðp;0Þ ¼ F 8p 2 B; Lðx; tÞ ¼ L 8ðx; tÞ 2T; sðx; 0Þ ¼ s; Zðx; 0Þ ¼ Z: ð14ÞProof. Let eFðtÞ be given as in Lemma 7 for F ¼ F and L ¼ L. Let us deﬁne X by Xðp; tÞ ¼ oþ eFðtÞðp oÞ, where o is any point
in E. We haveFðp; tÞ ¼ eFðtÞ and Lðx; tÞ ¼ _eFðtÞeFðtÞ1 ¼ L:
Let us consider the spatial function h verifying (13) and the motion X previously deﬁned. By hypothesis (H2), for Z0 ¼ Z there
exists Zðx; tÞ smooth enough such that_Zðx; tÞ ¼ gðeFðtÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ;Zðx; 0Þ ¼ Z:
Let s and T be deﬁned bysðx; tÞ ¼ s^ðeFðtÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ;
Tðx; tÞ ¼ bTðeFðtÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ with x ¼ Xðp; tÞ:Thus, by hypothesis (H1) and using again (13), we obtainsðx; 0Þ ¼ s^ðF; hðx;0Þ;Zðx;0Þ;pÞ ¼ s^ðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ s:
Finally, we considereðx; tÞ ¼ e^ðeFðtÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ;
qðx; tÞ ¼ q^ðeFðtÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ; gradhðx; tÞ;pÞ;and we deﬁne b and f byb ¼ q _v divT;
f ¼ q _e T : Dþ divqwith qðx; tÞ ¼ q0ðpÞ=det eFðtÞ and x ¼ Xðp; tÞ.
Therefore, the thermodynamic process ðX;T;b; e; h;q; f ; s;ZÞ belongs to the constitutive class of the material and satisﬁes
(14). h
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 6.
Proof. Let us consider the non-conservative expression of the second principle of thermodynamics (E1):qh_s q _eþ T : D 1
h
q  gradhP 0: ð15ÞBy Eqs. (2) and (4) and taking into account equality (5) we deduce_eðx; tÞ ¼ oe^
oF
ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ; pÞ : _Fðp; tÞ þ oe^
oh
ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ _hðx; tÞ
þ oe^
oZ
ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ; pÞ : gðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ; ð16Þ
_sðx; tÞ ¼ os^
oF
ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ : _Fðp; tÞ þ os^
oh
ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ _hðx; tÞ
þ os^
oZ
ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ; pÞ : gðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ ð17Þwith x ¼ Xðp; tÞ. Substituting expressions (16) and (17) in inequality (15), we obtainqh
os^
oF
ðF; h;Z; pÞ : _Fþ os^
oh
ðF; h;Z;pÞ _hþ os^
oZ




ðF; h;Z;pÞ : _Fþ oe^
oh
ðF; h;Z;pÞ _hþ oe^
oZ
ðF; h;Z;pÞ : gðF; h;Z; pÞ
 
þ T : L  1
h
q  gradhP 0 in T; ð18Þwhere T:D was replaced with T:L thanks to the symmetry of the tensor T.
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h 2 C1ðT;RþÞ satisfying hypothesis (13) and such that gradh  0 and h0ðx;0Þ ¼ a; a being any real number. Lemma 8
guaranties the existence of a thermodynamic process ðX;T;b; e; h;q; f ; s;ZÞ 2 C verifying equalities (14); for this process,
inequality (18) can be rewritten as follows:qh
os^
oh
ðF; h;Z;pÞ _hþ os^
oZ




ðF; h;Z; pÞ _hþ oe^
oZ
ðF; h;Z;pÞ : gðF; h;Z;pÞ
 















: gðF; h;Z; pÞ 8a 2 R:This inequality can be only veriﬁed ifh
os^
oh




¼ 0; ð20Þand, in consequenceh
os^
oZ




: gðF; h;Z;pÞP 0: ð21ÞThen, we get equality (7) from expression (20), and inequality (8) from expression (21).
 In order to prove equality (9), we consider again a particular thermodynamic process with the following choices: let
F 2 Linþ; L 2 Lin; s 2 R; Z 2 Sym; p 2 B be given and h 2 C1ðT;RþÞ satisfying hypothesis (13) and such that
gradh  0. We apply Lemma 8 for L ¼ jL;j being any real number, then there exists a thermodynamic process
ðX;T;b; e; h;q; f ; s;ZÞ 2 C verifying equalities (14). Thanks to equality (7), inequality (18) becomesqh
os^
oF
ðF; h;Z;pÞ : _Fþ os^
oZ




ðF; h;Z;pÞ : _Fþ oe^
oZ
ðF; h;Z;pÞ : gðF; h;Z; pÞ
 
þ T : L P 0 in T:Taking into account Lemma 7 and the propertyO : ðPQ Þ ¼ ðPtOÞ : Q ¼ ðOQ tÞ : P; ð22Þ
O, P and Q being three second order tensors, the previous inequality can be rewritten as follows:qh j
os^
oF
ðF; h;Z;pÞFt : L þ os^
oZ




ðF; h;Z; pÞFt : L  q oe^
oZ
ðF; h;Z;pÞ
: gðF; h;Z;pÞ þ jT : L P 0 in T;8j 2 R: ð23Þ
Taking p ¼ p and t ¼ 0 in expression (23) and given that qðx; 0Þ ¼ q0ðpÞ=detF, we obtainj h
os^
oF




Ft : L þ jdetF

q0








: gðF; h;Z; pÞ 8j 2 R;thanks to equality (1). This inequality can only be veriﬁed ifh
os^
oF




Ft : L þ detF

q0
bTðF; h;Z;pÞ : L ¼ 0;hence, we conclude equality (9).
 Finally, we choose again a particular thermodynamic process: let F 2 Linþ; L 2 Lin; s 2 R; Z 2 Sym; p 2 B be given
and h 2 C1ðT;RþÞ satisfying hypothesis (13) and such that grad hðx;0Þ ¼ w, withw 2V. Applying Lemma 8, we obtain
a thermodynamic process ðX;T;b; e; h;q; f ; s;ZÞ 2 C verifying equalities (14). Thanks to expressions (3), (7) and (9),
inequality (18) can be rewritten as follows:q h
os^
oZ




: gðF; h;Z;pÞ  1
h
q^ðF; h;Z; gradh;pÞ  gradhP 0 in T: ð24ÞTaking p ¼ p and t ¼ 0 in inequality (24), we deduceq h
os^
oZ




: gðF; h;Z;pÞ  1
h
q^ðF; h;Z;w;pÞ w P 0
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In order to prove the sufﬁciency, we notice that if expressions (7)–(10) are satisﬁed, the second principle of thermodynamics
holds. h
From now on we suppose that hypotheses (H1) and (H2) are satisﬁed, and the second principle of thermodynamics is
veriﬁed too.
Corollary 9. If the heat ﬂux response function q^ depends linearly on the temperature gradient, then the heat conduction inequalityq^ðF; h;Z;w;pÞ w 6 0; ð25Þ
holds for all F 2 Linþ; h 2 Rþ; Z 2 Sym; w 2V and p 2 B.
Proof. We suppose that there exist F 2 Linþ; L 2 Lin; s 2 R; Z 2 Sym; w 2V; p 2 B such that
q^ðF; h;Z;w;pÞ w P 0: ð26ÞLet h 2 C1ðT;RþÞ be satisfying hypothesis (13) and such that gradhðx;0Þ ¼ cw, with c any real number. Applying Lemma 8,
we obtain a thermodynamic process ðX;T;b; e; h;q; f ; s;ZÞ 2 C verifying equalities (14) for each c 2 R.
Using expressions (3), (7) and (9), the second principle of thermodynamics can be written as in inequality (24), which for
p ¼ p and t ¼ 0 resultsq h
os^
oZ




: gðF; h;Z;pÞ  c
2
h
q^ðF; h;Z;w; pÞ w P 0 8c 2 R; ð27Þwith q ¼ qðx;0Þ, thanks to the linearity of q^ with respect to its fourth variable. But taking into account inequality (8) and
(26), there exists c 2 R for which expression (27) is negative which is a contradiction. h
Corollary 10. If the mapping g satisﬁes (H4) and if the response function of the heat ﬂux q^ is independent of Z, then heat conduc-
tion inequality (25) is veriﬁed.
Proof. Let F 2 Linþ; L 2 Lin; s 2 R; w 2V and p 2 B be given, h 2 C1ðT;RþÞ satisfying hypothesis (13) and such that
gradhðx;0Þ ¼ w, and Z ¼ Z 2 Sym verifying hypothesis (H4), such that gðF; h;Z; pÞ ¼ 0. Using Lemma 8, we deduce the
existence of a thermodynamic process ðX;T;b; e; h;q; f ; s;ZÞ 2 C verifying equalities (14). Taking into account expressions








: gðF; h;Z;pÞ  1
h
q^ðF; h;Z;w; pÞ w P 0with q ¼ qðx;0Þ. In consequence, thanks to hypothesis (H4), the positivity of the temperature and the heat ﬂux indepen-
dence with respect to Z, we deduce heat conduction inequality (25). h3.3. Writing the conservation laws
Hereafter, we consider the following concepts.
Deﬁnition 11. The speciﬁc heat at constant deformation is the scalar ﬁeld deﬁned bycFðx; tÞ ¼ bcFðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ; pÞ with bcFðF; h;Z; pÞ ¼ oe^oh ðF; h;Z; pÞ:
Deﬁnition 12. The speciﬁc Helmholtz free energy is the scalar ﬁeld w deﬁned bywðx; tÞ ¼ bwðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ
with bwðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ e^ðF; h;Z; pÞ  s^ðF; h;Z; pÞh: ð28Þ











ðF; h;Z;pÞ : gðF; h;Z; pÞ þ 1
qh
q^ðF; h;Z;w; pÞ w 6 0
ð29Þ
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Proof. We deduce the result using expression (28) and taking into account Theorem 6. h




ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ; pÞ : Lðx; tÞ þ 1












ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ _hðx; tÞ  o
2 bw
oZoh
ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ : _Zðx; tÞ:We conclude the result thanks to Proposition 13, Theorem 6, Lemma 7, property (22) and using Deﬁnition 11. h
Theorem 15. For a thermoviscoelastic material with long memory, energy conservation equation (EC) is equivalent toqh_sþ q o
bw
oZ
ðF; h;Z;pÞ : gðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ divqþ f in T: ð30ÞProof. Taking into account expression (16), Theorem 6 and using Deﬁnition 12, _e can be rewritten as follows:_eðx; tÞ ¼ hðx; tÞ os^
oF
ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ : _Fðp; tÞ þ detFðp; tÞ
q0ðpÞ
bTðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ; pÞFtðp; tÞ : _Fðp; tÞ
þ hðx; tÞ os^
oh
ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ _hðx; tÞ þ hðx; tÞ os^
oZ




ðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ;pÞ : gðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Zðx; tÞ; pÞ:
Substituting this expression in energy conservation equation (EC), using property (22), equality (11) and mass conservation
equation (MC), we haveqh
os^
oF
ðF; h;Z; pÞ : _Fþ qh os^
oh
ðF; h;Z;pÞ _hþ qh os^
oZ
ðF; h;Z; pÞ : gðF; h;Z;pÞ þ q o
bw
oZ
ðF; h;Z;pÞ : gðF; h;Z; pÞ
¼ divqþ f in T;since T is a symmetric tensor, so T : L ¼ T : D. Finally, by expression (17) we conclude the result. h
Corollary 16. The energy conservation equation can be rewritten asqcF _h ¼ h o
bT
oh
ðF; h;Z; pÞ : L  q oe^
oZ
ðF; h;Z;pÞ : gðF; h;Z;pÞ  divqþ f in T;
where the ﬁrst two terms of the right-hand side of the equality represent the thermomechanical coupling phenomena.
Proof. We obtain previous equality substituting in expression (30) the value of _s given in Corollary 14 and taking into
account Deﬁnition 12. h
Summing up, under hypotheses (H1) and (H2), the equilibrium equations for the thermoviscoelastic materials with long
memory verifying the second principle of thermodynamics are summarized in the following problem deﬁned in the de-
formed conﬁguration:
Problem (DC)
Find q, v, T, h and Z verifying:q0 ¼ qdetF; ð31Þ
q _v ¼ div bTðF; h;Z;pÞ þ b; ð32Þ
qcF _h ¼ h o
bT
oh
ðF; h;Z; pÞ : L  q oe^
oZ
ðF; h;Z;pÞ : gðF; h;Z;pÞ
 div q^ðF; h;Z; gradh;pÞ þ f ð33Þ
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All these equations of Problem (DC) must be veriﬁed on the trajectory T, which is an unknown domain.
3.4. The principle of material frame indifference and isotropy
In order to satisfy the principle of material frame indifference and isotropy, we consider for the associated consti-
tutive laws the same assumptions considered by Bermúdez de Castro (2005) and Coleman and Gurtin (1967); so, the
associated response functions must verify the following properties for all F 2 Linþ; h 2 Rþ; Z 2 Sym; p 2 B; Q 2 Orthþ
and w 2V:e^ðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ e^ðQF; h;Z;pÞ;
s^ðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ s^ðQF; h;Z; pÞ;
Q bTðF; h;Z;pÞQ t ¼ bTðQF; h;Z;pÞ;
Qq^ðF; h;Z;w;pÞ ¼ q^ðQF; h;Z;Qw;pÞ;
gðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ gðQF; h;Z; pÞ:In these equalities, we suppose that the internal variable Z is an ordered n n tuples of scalars (n being the dimension of
space, i.e. a positive integer number), each of which remains invariant under a change in the observer; indeed, Z cannot be-
have as a spatial tensor under a change of frame, since this would imply thatZ 2 Sym is transformed into QZQ t 8Q 2 Orthþ; ð35Þ
but this relation is incompatible with the constitutive equation (34). If assertion (35) was certain and taking into account
behaviour law (34) we would obtainðQZQ tÞ ¼ gðQF; h;QZQ t; pÞ 8Q 2 Orthþ:
In particular, previous equality would be satisﬁed by eQ ðtÞ 2 Orthþ solution of Cauchy problem (12), with Q ¼ I; so_eQ ðtÞZ eQ tðtÞ þ eQ ðtÞ _Z eQ tðtÞ þ eQ ðtÞZ _eQ tðtÞ ¼ gð eQ ðtÞF; h; eQ ðtÞZ eQ tðtÞ;pÞ 8t 2 R:
Taking the time instant t ¼ 0, we would get_eQ ð0ÞZþ _Zþ Z _eQ tð0Þ ¼ gðF; h;Z;pÞ;
and using again behaviour law (34) and the deﬁnition of Cauchy problem (12), we would haveWZ ZW ¼ 0 8W 2 Skw:
Then, only the variables Z could take the form Z ¼ aI; a being any scalar ﬁeld.
In consequence, assertion (35) limits the choice of the initial state Z0 and the choice of functions g for constitutive
law (34); in particular, it excludes all materials where the deviatoric tensor plays an important role. A similar question
was analyzed by Coleman and Gurtin (1967) obtaining an analogous conclusion when the speciﬁc internal variable is a
vector.4. Quasistatic thermoviscoelastic problem with linearized thermoviscoelastic response
In this section, we will rewrite Problem (DC) in the reference conﬁguration, which is a data of the problem. For this,
we will apply the change of variable given by the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff transformation deﬁned by the own motion
x ¼ Xðp; tÞ. The obtained problem in the reference conﬁguration is nonlinear and it will be linearized using a Taylor’s
formula around F ¼ I, then around h ¼ h0 and ﬁnally around Z ¼ Z0; I, h0 and Z0 being the values at the initial state
of the deformation gradient, the temperature and the internal variable Z, respectively. The linearized equations are ob-
tained by the same methodology used by Bermúdez de Castro (2005) for Coleman–Noll materials. Nevertheless, there are
two signiﬁcant differences: First, we consider the internal variable Z to take into account the viscoplastic history of the
material. Secondly, in this paper the linearization with respect to h is made only on the terms of the ﬁrst order obtained
from the linearization with respect to F; this procedure allows us to write the linearized thermomechanical problem
with coefﬁcients depending on temperature.
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In order to apply the change of variable x ¼ Xðp; tÞ, we need the following result (see Gurtin, 1981).











wðx; tÞ mðxÞdAx ¼
Z
oP
det Fðp; tÞwmðp; tÞ  Ftðp; tÞnðpÞdAp; ð37Þwhere Pt ¼ XðP; tÞ; m and n being the outward unit normal vectors to oPt and oP, respectively.
Deﬁnition 18. We deﬁne the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor in the reference conﬁguration asSðp; tÞ ¼ detFðp; tÞTðx; tÞFtðp; tÞ; x ¼ Xðp; tÞ with p 2 B and t 2 R: ð38ÞThe response function for this tensor isbSðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ bSelasðF; h;pÞ þ bStherðF; h;pÞ þ bSplasðF; h;Z;pÞ; ð39Þ
deﬁned for all F 2 Linþ; h 2 Rþ; Z 2 Sym and p 2 B withbSelasðF; h; pÞ ¼ detFbTelasðF; h;pÞFt; ð40ÞbStherðF; h;pÞ ¼ detFbTtherðF; h;pÞFt ; ð41ÞbSplasðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ detFbTplasðF; h;Z;pÞFt: ð42Þ
Because of the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor S is not symmetric, we introduce the following symmetric tensor.
Deﬁnition 19. The second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor isRðp; tÞ ¼ F1ðp; tÞSðp; tÞ; p 2 B; t 2 R; ð43Þwhose response function is deﬁned asbRðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ bRelasðF; h; pÞ þ bRtherðF; h; pÞ þ bRplasðF; h;Z; pÞ: ð44ÞbRelas; bRther and bRplas are obtained multiplying equalities (40), (41) and (42) on the left by F1, respectively.
Therefore, thanks to (38) and using hypothesis (H3) we can rewrite _Z in terms of the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor_Zðx; tÞ ¼ hðFðp; tÞ; hðx; tÞ;Tðx; tÞ;pÞ
¼ h Fðp; tÞ; hmðp; tÞ; 1detFðp; tÞ Sðp; tÞF
tðp; tÞ;p
 
:Then, deﬁning ~h : Linþ  Rþ  LinB! Sym as~hðF; hm; S;pÞ ¼ h F; hm; 1detFSF
t;p
 
; ð45Þconstitutive law (5) can be replaced with_Zmðp; tÞ ¼ ~hðFðp; tÞ; hmðp; tÞ; Sðp; tÞ; pÞ with p 2 B and t 2 R:4.1.1. The motion equation in the reference conﬁguration
Hereinafter, we assume hypotheses (H1)–(H3) and the second principle of thermodynamics.
Theorem 20. Motion equation (32) for thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory in the reference conﬁguration is given byq0€u ¼ DivbSðF; h;Z;pÞ þ b in B R;
where b is the density of body forces in the reference conﬁguration deﬁned asbðp; tÞ ¼ detFðp; tÞbmðp; tÞ:
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Theorem 21. Energy equation (33) for thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory in the reference conﬁguration isq0cFm _hm ¼ det Fhm
obT
oh
ðF; hm;Zm;pÞ : Lm  q0
oe^
oZ
ðF; hm;Zm; pÞ : _Zm  Div q^ðF; hm;Zm;rhm; pÞ þ f in B R; ð46Þ
withq^ðF; hm;Zm;wm; pÞ ¼ det FF1q^ðF; h;Z; Ftw; pÞ; ð47Þ
fðp; tÞ ¼ det Fðp; tÞfmðp; tÞ:Proof. Let P be any part of B. Let us integrate over Pt 	 Bt each term of Eq. (33), obtaining
Z
Pt

























qðx; tÞ mðxÞdAx ¼
Z
oP




det Fðp; tÞF1ðp; tÞqmðp; tÞ  nðpÞdAp ¼
Z
P




Div q^ðFðp; tÞ; hmðp; tÞ;Zmðp; tÞ;rhmðp; tÞ;pÞdVp;thanks to expression (47) and the following equalities:q^ðF; hm;Zm;rhm; pÞ ¼ det FF1q^ðF; h;Z;Ftrhm;pÞ ¼ det FF1q^ðF; h;Z; gradh;pÞ:
Applying to the remaining members of equality (48) the variable change theorem given by (36) and taking into account mass
conservation equation (31), we getZ
P
q0ðpÞcFm ðp; tÞ _hmðp; tÞdVp ¼
Z
P
det Fðp; tÞhmðp; tÞ o
bT
oh














fðp; tÞdVp 8P 	 B; 8t 2 R:Using the Localization Theorem (see Gurtin (1981) or Bermúdez de Castro (2005)) we conclude expression (46). h
Corollary 22. The energy conservation equation rewritten in terms of bS is
q0cFm _hm ¼ hm
obS
oh
ðF; hm;Zm; pÞ : r _u q0
oe^
oZ
ðF; hm;Zm;pÞ : _Zm  Div q^ðF; hm;Zm;rhm;pÞ þ f in B R:Proof. From Eq. (46), taking into account equality (11) and using property (22), we obtainq0cFm _hm ¼ det Fhm
obT
oh
ðF; hm;Zm;pÞFt : _F q0
oe^
oZ
ðF; hm;Zm; pÞ : _Zm  Div q^ðF; hm;Zm;rhm; pÞ þ f:
From deﬁnition (38) and since _F ¼ ¼ r _u we conclude the result. h
Summarizing up, the equilibrium equations for the thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory deﬁne the following
problem in the reference conﬁguration:
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Find u, S, hm and Zm verifyingq0€u ¼ DivbSðF; hm;Zm;pÞ þ b; ð49Þ
q0cFm _hm ¼ hm
obS
oh
ðF; hm;Zm;pÞ : r _u q0
oe^
oZ
ðF; hm;Zm;pÞ : ~hðF; hm; S;pÞ  Div q^ðF; hm;Zm;rhm;pÞ þ f; ð50Þ
where _Zm ¼ ~hðF; hm; S; pÞ.
Remark 23. Hereafter, we suppose that the forces b and f are dead forces, i.e., they are independent of the deformation.
Remark 24. Eqs. (49) and (50) are similar to those obtained by Tzavaras (1999) and Helm and Haupt (2003). Tzavaras (1999)
considers a vectorial internal variable whose deﬁnition depends on considered models to obtain several relaxation approx-
imations of conservation laws; in his work the heat ﬂux is given by a Fourier law. Helm and Haupt (2003) consider a scalar
internal variable and some stress internal variables to take into account the stress-induced martensitic phase transitions.
For Coleman–Noll materials the response function for the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor includes a viscous part
depending not only on F; h; p but also on _F (see Bermúdez de Castro, 2005) and the dependence with respect to Z is not
considered. Because of this, the energy equation for Coleman–Noll materials differs from equality (50) in the ﬁrst two terms
of the right-hand side of the equality.4.2. Thermoviscoelastic linearizations of the motion and energy equations
It is necessary to take into account that in materials processing, for example in the aluminium casting, the temperature
variations are very strong with respect to time and space, then it is convenient to keep without linearizing the energy equa-
tion. For this purpose, we present a ﬁrst linearization in which we only linearize the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor with
respect to the deformation gradient around the identity.
In other processes in which it is possible to suppose h h0 ¼ OðeÞ, or if we want, for example, to use an incremental meth-
od in order to make numerical simulations, it is justiﬁed the using of a second linearization of the thermal contributions with
respect to temperature without eliminating the temperature dependence of the mechanical coefﬁcients.
Finally, in order to simplify the numerical processing, we propose neglecting the nonlinearities with respect to tensorial
internal variable but we keep the nonlinear dependence that the own variable has with respect to the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff
stress tensor. This third linealization is numerically used in Barral et al. (2003).
From now on, in order to simplify the notation, we omit the subscript m which denotes the material description of the
corresponding spatial ﬁeld.
We choose as reference conﬁguration the initial equilibrium position of the body: B0 ¼ B, and T0, b0; h0; q0; f 0; q0 and
Z0 the initial values for the Cauchy stress tensor, the body force, the temperature, the heat ﬂux, the heat source, the density of
mass and the internal variable Z, respectively. We suppose that they verify the equilibrium equations corresponding to the
static problem at the initial time:T0ðpÞ ¼ bTðI; h0ðpÞ;Z0ðpÞ; pÞ;DivT0 þ b0 ¼ 0;Divq0 þ f0 ¼ 0 in B0: ð51Þ
In this section, we consider a thermodynamic process for B with small changes with respect to the initial state, i.e. small
displacements ru ¼ OðeÞ, small temperature changes h h0 ¼ OðeÞ and small changes of the internal variable
Z Z0 ¼ OðeÞ; e being a small parameter. Our aim is to linearize the equilibrium equations with respect to the initial equi-
librium position.
4.2.1. Linearizing the motion equation with respect to F (1LFM)
We consider a thermodynamic process ðX;T;b; e; h;q; f ; s;ZÞ 2 C such that at the initial time Xðp;0Þ ¼ p and Fðp;0Þ ¼ I. In
this ﬁrst linearization, we consider that the deformation gradient is a small perturbation of its initial state, i.e., ru ¼ OðeÞ; e
being a small parameter.
We take into account the following results which are presented in terms of bS and bT, but they are also satisﬁed
replacing bS and bT with bSelas; bTelas or bSther; bTther or bSplas; bTplas, respectively, omitting the dependence on Z when it is
necessary.
Proposition 25. We haveobS
oF
ðI; h;Z; pÞ : ru ¼ DivubTðI; h;Z; pÞ þ obT
oF
ðI; h;Z;pÞ : eðuÞ  bTðI; h;Z; pÞeðuÞ þWbTðI; h;Z;pÞ ð52Þ
for all h 2 Rþ, Z 2 Sym and p 2 B, where eðuÞ is the linearized deformation tensoreðuÞ ¼ 1
2
ðruþrutÞ;
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2
ðrurutÞ:Proof. It is analogous to Proposition 8.1.4, page 49 in Bermúdez de Castro (2005). h
Corollary 26. We havebSðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ ðIþWÞbTðI; h;Z;pÞ þ DivubTðI; h;Z;pÞ  bTðI; h;Z; pÞeðuÞ þ obT
oF
ðI; h;Z;pÞ : eðuÞ þ oðruÞ: ð53ÞProof. Previous equality is deduced applying a Taylor’s formula around the point ðI; h;Z; pÞ to the response function bS:
bSðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼ bSðI; h;Z; pÞ þ obS
oF
ðI; h;Z;pÞ : ruþ oðruÞ; ð54Þtaking into account expression (38) and thanks to Proposition 25. h
Deﬁnition 27. The elasticity tensor is deﬁned asCðp; tÞ ¼ bCðhðp; tÞ;pÞ; p 2 B; t 2 R;
where the operator bCðh; pÞ 2LðLin; SymÞ is given bybCðhðp; tÞ;pÞ ¼ obTelas
oF
ðI; hðp; tÞ; pÞ:Considering Eq. (49), substituting S by equality (39), we getq0€u DivðbSelasðF; h;pÞ þ bStherðF; h;pÞ þ bSplasðF; h;Z;pÞÞ ¼ b: ð55Þ
Thanks to Corollary 26, Deﬁnition 27, equality (6) and neglecting the terms oðruÞ ¼ oðeÞ, we can approximate motion equa-
tion (55) by its linearized one with respect to the deformation gradient as follows:
First linearization of the motion equation (1FLM)q0€u DivSðru; h;Z;pÞ ¼ b;




ðI; h;pÞ : eðuÞ þ o
bTplas
oF
ðI; h;Z;pÞ : eðuÞ: ð56ÞCorollary 28. The quasistatic motion equation associated with (1FLM) in terms of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor isDivSðru; h;Z; pÞ ¼ b; ð57Þ
S deﬁned by equality (56) written in terms of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensorSðru; h;Z;pÞ ¼ ðIþWÞbRelasðI; h; pÞ þ DivubRelasðI; h;pÞ  bRelasðI; h;pÞeðuÞ
þ bCðh;pÞ : eðuÞ þ ðIþWþ eðuÞÞbRtherðI; h;pÞ þ obRtheroF ðI; h;pÞ : eðuÞ
þ ðIþWþ eðuÞÞbRplasðI; h;Z;pÞ þ obRplasoF ðI; h;Z;pÞ : eðuÞ: ð58ÞProof. In order to symplify the proof, we consider bT and bR instead of bTther or bTplas and bRther or bRplas respectively, omitting the
dependence on Z in bTther and bRther.
In quasistatic case, inertia term q0€u is neglected.
From equalities (38) and (43), we deducebTðF; h;Z;pÞdetF ¼ FbRðF; h;Z;pÞFt; ð59Þ
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oF
ðF; h;Z;pÞ : UdetFþ bTðF; h;Z; pÞdetF trðUF1Þ ¼ UbRðF; h;Z;pÞFt þ F obR
oF
ðF; h;Z;pÞ : UFt þ FbRðF; h;Z; pÞUt:
Taking F ¼ I; U ¼ eðuÞ, and thanks to equality (59) we getobT
oF
ðI; h;Z; pÞ : eðuÞ ¼ DivubRðI; h;Z; pÞ þ eðuÞbRðI; h;Z;pÞ þ bRðI; h;Z; pÞeðuÞ þ obR
oF
ðI; h;Z;pÞ : eðuÞ: ð60ÞFinally, replacing in ﬁrst linearization (1FLM) obTther=oF and obTplas=oFwith its corresponding expressions deduced from equal-
ity (60), we conclude the result thanks to expression (59). h4.2.2. Linearizing the energy equation with respect to F (1FLE)
Proposition 29. The approximation of the heat ﬂux is given byqðru; h;Z;rh;pÞ ¼ q^ðF; h;Z;rh; pÞ;
where q^ is the linearization of the heat ﬂux around F ¼ I as follows:q^ðF; h;Z;rh; pÞ ¼ q^ðI; h;Z;rh;pÞ þ Divuq^ðI; h;Z;rh; pÞ  ruq^ðI; h;Z;rh;pÞ þ oq^oF ðI; h;Z;rh;pÞðruÞ
 oq^
ow
ðI; h;Z;rh; pÞrutrhþ oðruÞ: ð61ÞProof. It is deduced applying a Taylor’s formula around the point ðI; h;Z;w; pÞ to the response function q^, using Proposition
8.2.1, p. 53 in Bermúdez de Castro (2005), equality (47) and taking w ¼ rh. h
Considering Eq. (50), equalities (6), (39), (45), Corollary 26, expressions (56), (61) and neglecting the terms oðruÞ ¼ oðeÞ,
we have:
First linearization of the energy equation (1FLE)q0bcFðI; h;Z; pÞ _h ¼ h oSoh ðru; h;Z; pÞ : r _u q0 oe^oZ ðI; h;Z;pÞ : ehðI; h; Sðru; h;Z;pÞ;pÞ  Divqðru; h;Z;rh;pÞ þ f:Corollary 30. The energy equation associated with (1FLE) in terms of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor isq0bcFðI; h;Z; pÞ _h ¼ h oSoh ðru; h;Z; pÞ : r _u q0 oe^oZ ðI; h;Z;pÞ : ehðI; h; Sðru; h;Z;pÞ;pÞ  Divqðru; h;Z;rh;pÞ þ f; ð62Þ
with S given by equality (58).
Proof. It is deduced analogously to the proof of Corollary 28, using expression (1FLE), equality (45), considering expressions
(59) and (60) for bTther and bTplas, taking into account that bTelasðI; h; pÞ ¼ bRelasðI; h; pÞ and Deﬁnition 27. h
4.2.3. Obtaining a second linearization with respect to h
This second linearization is done with respect to the temperature only on the thermal contribution of the ﬁrst order ob-
tained from previous linearization i.e., in the term obSther=oF. For this purpose, we consider that the deformation gradient F
and the temperature h are small perturbations of their initial states, i.e., ru ¼ OðeÞ and h h0 ¼ OðeÞ, e being a small
parameter.
Deﬁnition 31. We deﬁne the tensorYðp; tÞ ¼ bYðFðp; tÞ;pÞ; bY being bYðFðp; tÞ;pÞ ¼ obTther
oh
ðFðp; tÞ; h0;pÞ:Considering ﬁrst linearization (1FLM), linearizing with respect to h in the terms OðruÞ for the thermal part and neglecting
the terms oðeÞ, motion equation can be approximated as follows:
Second linearization of the motion equation (2hLM)q0€u DivSðru; h;Z;pÞ ¼ b;
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OðruÞ of its thermal partSðru; h;Z;pÞ ¼ ðIþWÞbTelasðI; h; pÞ þ DivubTelasðI; h; pÞ  bTelasðI; h;pÞeðuÞ þ bCðh;pÞ : eðuÞ




ðI; h0;pÞ : eðuÞ þ ðIþWÞbTplasðI; h;Z;pÞ þ DivubTplasðI; h;Z; pÞ
 bTplasðI; h;Z;pÞeðuÞ þ obTplasoF ðI; h;Z;pÞ : eðuÞ: ð63ÞCorollary 32. The quasistatic motion equation associated with (2hLM) in terms of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor isDivSðru; h;Z; pÞ ¼ b; ð64Þ
with S deﬁned by equality (63) written in terms of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensorSðru; h;Z;pÞ ¼ ðIþWÞbRelasðI; h;pÞ þ DivubRelasðI; h;pÞ  bRelasðI; h; pÞeðuÞ




ðI; h0;pÞ : eðuÞ þ ðIþWþ eðuÞÞbRplasðI; h;Z; pÞ þ obRplasoF ðI; h;Z;pÞ : eðuÞ: ð65Þ
Proof. The proof is deduced from second linearization (2hLM) thanks to equalities (59), (60) for bTther and bTplas, taking into
account that bTelasðI; h; pÞ ¼ bRelasðI; h; pÞ and Deﬁnitions 27, 31. h
Considering ﬁrst linearization (1FLE), linearizing with respect to h in the terms OðruÞ for the thermal stress and the heat
ﬂux response functions and neglecting the terms oðeÞ, energy equation can be approximated as follows:
Second linearization of the energy equation (2hLE)q0bcFðI; h;Z; pÞ _h ¼ h oSoh ðru; h;Z;pÞ : r _u q0 oe^oZ ðI; h;Z;pÞ : ehðI; h; Sðru; h;Z;pÞ;pÞ  Divqðru; h;Z;rh;pÞ þ f
with S given by expression (63) and q byqðru; h;Z;rh; pÞ ¼ q^ðI; h;Z;rh;pÞ þ Divuq^ðI; h0;Z;rh;pÞ  ruq^ðI; h0;Z;rh;pÞ þ oq^oF ðI; h0;Z;rh;pÞðruÞ
 oq^
ow
ðI; h0;Z;rh;pÞðrutrhÞ: ð66ÞCorollary 33. The energy equation associated with (2hLE) in terms of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor isq0bcFðI; h;Z; pÞ _h ¼ h oSoh ðru; h;Z;pÞ : r _u q0 oe^oZ ðI; h;Z;pÞ : ehðI; h; Sðru; h;Z;pÞ;pÞ
 Divqðru; h;Z;rh;pÞ þ f; ð67Þwhere S and q are given by expressions (65) and (66), respectively.
Proof. This equation is obtained from expression (2hLE), equality (45), thanks to expressions (59), (60) for bTther and bTplas,
taking into account that bTelasðI; h; pÞ ¼ bRelasðI; h; pÞ and Deﬁnitions 27 and 31. h
4.2.4. Obtaining a third linearization with respect to Z
This third linearization is done considering that the internal variable Z is a small perturbation of its initial state, i.e.,
Z Z0 ¼ OðeÞ, e being a small parameter. Therefore, given the second linearization (2hLM), linearizing bTplas and obTplas=oF
around Z ¼ Z0 and neglecting the terms oðeÞ, we can approximate the motion equation as follows:
Third linearization of the motion equation (3ZLM)q0€u DivSðru; h;Z;pÞ ¼ b;
S being the linearized part of the ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor as (63) but considering also a linearization around Z,
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ðI; h0;pÞ : eðuÞ þ ðIþWÞbTplasðI; h;Z0;pÞ þ DivubTplasðI; h;Z0;pÞ
 bTplasðI; h;Z0; pÞeðuÞ þ obTplasoF ðI; h;Z0;pÞ : eðuÞ þ obTplasoZ ðI; h;Z0; pÞ : ðZ Z0Þ: ð68ÞCorollary 34. The quasistatic motion equation associated with (3ZLM) in terms of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor isDivSðru; h;Z;pÞ ¼ b ð69Þ
with S deﬁned by equality (68) written in terms of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensorSðru; h;Z;pÞ ¼ ðIþWÞbRelasðI; h;pÞ þ DivubRelasðI; h;pÞ  bRelasðI; h; pÞeðuÞ
þ bCðh; pÞ : eðuÞ þ bRtherðI; h;pÞ þ ðWþ eðuÞÞbRtherðI; h0;pÞ
þ oRther
oF
ðI; h0;pÞ : eðuÞ þ ðIþWþ eðuÞÞbRplasðI; h;Z0;pÞ
þ oRplas
oF
ðI; h;Z0; pÞ : eðuÞ þ oRplasoZ ðI; h;Z0;pÞ : ðZ Z0Þ: ð70ÞProof. The proof is deduced from expression (3ZLM) thanks to equalities (59), (60) for bTther and bTplas, taking into account that
bTelasðI; h;pÞ ¼ bRelasðI; h;pÞ; ð71Þ
obTplas
oZ
ðI; h;Z0; pÞ : ðZ Z0Þ ¼ o
bRplas
oZ
ðI; h;Z0;pÞ : ðZ Z0Þ; ð72Þand Deﬁnitions 27 and 31. h
Finally, given the second linearization (2hLE), linearizing bTplas; obTplas=oF and the heat ﬂux q^ around Z ¼ Z0, and neglecting
the terms oðeÞ we can approximate the energy equation as follows:
Third linearization of the energy equation (3ZLE)q0bcFðI; h;Z; pÞ _h ¼ h oSoh ðru; h;Z;pÞ : r _u q0 oe^oZ ðI; h;Z;pÞ : ehðI; h; Sðru; h;Z;pÞ;pÞ  Divqðru; h;Z;rh; pÞ þ f;
where S is given by expression (68) and q as follows:qðru; h;Z;pÞ ¼ q^ðI; h;Z0;rh;pÞ þ Divuq^ðI; h0;Z0;rh; pÞ  ruq^ðI; h0;Z0;rh;pÞ þ oq^oF ðI; h0;Z0;rh; pÞðruÞ
 oq^
ow
ðI; h0;Z0;rh;pÞðrutrhÞ þ oq^oZ ðI; h0;Z0;rh;pÞðZ Z0Þ: ð73ÞCorollary 35. The energy equation associated with (3ZLE) in terms of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor isq0bcFðI; h;Z; pÞ _h ¼ h oSoh ðru; h;Z;pÞ : r _u q0 oe^oZ ðI; h;Z;pÞ : ehðI; h; Sðru; h;Z;pÞ;pÞ
 Divqðru; h;Z;rh;pÞ þ f; ð74ÞS and q deﬁned by equalities (70) and (73), respectively.
Proof. This equation is obtained from expression (3ZLE), equality (45), thanks to expressions (59), (60) for bTther and bTplas,
taking into account (71) and (72) and Deﬁnitions 27 and 31. h5. Example: Maxwell–Norton materials with heat conduction
In this section, we present an example of thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory: the Maxwell–Norton materials
with heat conduction. The main difﬁculty is the choice of appropriate response functions for the Cauchy stress tensor asso-
ciated with these materials in order to guarantee the second principle of thermodynamics, that is verifying hypotheses (H1)–
(H4).
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ifbTelasðF; h; pÞ ¼ 1detF FbK1ðh;pÞ : EFt; ð75ÞbTtherðF; h;pÞ ¼  1detF
Z h
h0
baðrÞdr bK1ðh; pÞ : IB; ð76Þ
bTplasðF; h;Z;pÞ ¼  1detF FbK1ðh; pÞ : ZFt; ð77Þ
q^ðF; h;Z;w;pÞ ¼ bkðh;pÞw; ð78Þ
gðF; h;Z; pÞ ¼ uðhÞo/q bK1ðh; pÞ : ðE ZÞ  ð79Þfor all F 2 Linþ; h 2 Rþ; Z 2 Sym; w 2V and p 2 B, where:
 bK is the elasticity tensorial function deﬁned as
ðh; pÞ 2 Rþ B! bKðh;pÞ : Sym! Sym;
s ! bKðh; pÞ : s ¼ 1þ bmðh; pÞbEðh;pÞ s bmðh;pÞbEðh; pÞ trðsÞI;bEðh; pÞ; bmðh; pÞ 2 C1ðRþ B;RÞ being the response functions associated with Young’s module and Poisson’s coefﬁcient,
respectively. The inverse of bK is deﬁned byðh;pÞ 2 Rþ B! bK1ðh;pÞ : Sym ! Sym;
s ! bK1ðh;pÞ : s ¼ bkðh;pÞtrðsÞIþ 2blðh;pÞs ð80Þwith bkðh; pÞ; blðh; pÞ 2 C1ðRþ B;RÞ the response functions associated with Lamé’s parameters of the material and related tobE; bm by
bkðh;pÞ ¼ bEðh;pÞbmðh; pÞð1þ bmðh;pÞÞð1 2bmðh;pÞÞ ; blðh;pÞ ¼ bEðh;pÞ2ð1þ bmðh;pÞÞ : E ¼ ðC IÞ=2 is the Green–Saint Venant strain tensor, C ¼ FtF and B ¼ FFt are the right and left Cauchy–Green strain ten-
sors, respectively.
 ba : Rþ ! R is a response function smooth enough associated with coefﬁcient of thermal expansion with h0 2 Rþ given.
 bk : Rþ B#R is the response function smooth enough associated with the thermal conductivity of the material.
 u : Rþ ! R is a smooth enough function, such that uðsÞP u > 0.
 /q is the plasticity potential deﬁned from Sym to R as/qðsÞ ¼
1
q
jsDjq; ð81Þwhere qP 2 is a strictly positive material parameter and sD represents its deviatoric tensor sD ¼ s 13 trðsÞI. Its subdifferen-
tial o/q : Sym! Sym0 iso/qðsÞ ¼ jsDjq2sD: ð82Þ5.1. Verifying the hypotheses (H2)–(H4)
In order to prove the following result we introduce the spaces:H ¼ L2ðB; SymÞ and Hq ¼ fs 2 H such that sD 2 LqðB; SymÞg 	 H:Lemma 37. The Maxwell–Norton materials satisfy hypothesis (H2): given a motion X, a function h :T! Rþ such that
hm 2 L1ðB R;RþÞ and a tensorial function Z0 : B! Sym such that Z0 2 Hq, there exists a smooth tensorial function
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Blanchard and Le Tallec (1986). Let X; h and Z0 be given, and tf 2 Rþ arbitrary. We rewrite problem (83) in its material
formulation:_Zmðp; tÞ ¼ uðhmðp; tÞÞo/qðbK1ðhmðp; tÞ; pÞ : ðEðp; tÞ  Zmðp; tÞÞÞ in B ð0; tf Þ;
Zmðp;0Þ ¼ Z0ðpÞ; p 2 B;
(
ð84ÞZmðp; tÞ belonging to L2ðB ð0; tf Þ; SymÞ. To simplify the proof, we consider the following notation:
 euðp; tÞ ¼ uðhmðp; tÞÞ,
 eKðp; tÞ : s ¼ bK1ðhmðp; tÞ; pÞ : s,
 ~lðp; tÞ ¼ blðhmðp; tÞ; pÞ,
at each point p 2 B and at each time instant t 2 ð0; tf Þ. If we deﬁneWqðp; t; sÞ ¼ euðp; tÞ 12~lðp; tÞ/qðeKðp; tÞ : sÞ;
and taking into account deﬁnitions (80)–(82), we obtainWqðp; t; sÞ ¼ euðp; tÞð2~lðp; tÞÞq1/qðsDÞ: ð85Þ
Consequently,oWqðp; t; ÞðsÞ ¼ euðp; tÞ½2~lðp; tÞq1jsDjq2sD ¼ euðp; tÞo/qðeKðp; tÞ : sÞ:
Thanks to properties of the subdifferential (see Djaoua and Suquet, 1984) the functionUqðt; sÞ ¼
Z
B
Wqðp; t; sÞdp ð86Þveriﬁes that oUqðt; ÞðsðpÞÞ  oWqðp; t; ÞðsðpÞÞ. Therefore, if we consider the change of variable U ¼ E Zm 2 Sym, we have an
equivalent formulation to problem (84) given by_Uþ oUqðt;UÞ ¼ _E in L2ðB; SymÞ and a:e: t 2 ð0; tf Þ;
Uð0Þ ¼ Z0:
(
ð87ÞIn order to solve Cauchy problem (87) using Theorem 1 from Attouch and Damlamian (1975), we need the following
properties:
(i) H is a real Hilbert space.
(ii) ðUqðt; ÞÞt2ð0;tf Þ is a family of convex, proper and lower semi-continuous functions deﬁned from H#ð1;þ1 (see Bar-
ral et al., 2007).
(iii) Domain ððUqðt; ÞÞt2ð0;tf ÞÞ ¼ H
q is independent of time.
(iv) 8s 2 Hq; 8t; s 2 ð0; tf Þ there exists a 2 W1;1ð0; tf ;RÞ and cP 0 such thatjUqðt; sÞ Uqðs; sÞÞj 6 jaðtÞ  aðsÞj½Uqðt; sÞ þ c: ð88Þ
In order to prove this assertion, we take into account that eu and ~l verify: eu 2 L1ðB ð0; tf Þ;RÞ and euðp; tÞP u > 0; a:e: in B ð0; tf Þ; in consequenceeuðp; tÞ
u
P 1 a:e: in B ð0; tf Þ: ð89Þ
 ~l 2 L1ðB ð0; tf Þ;RÞ and ~lðp; tÞP l > 0; a:e: in B ð0; tf Þ; in consequence
~lðp; tÞ
l



















½jð2~lðp; tÞÞq1ð euðp; tÞ  euðp; sÞÞj þ j euðp; sÞðð2~lðp; tÞÞq1  ð2~lðp; sÞÞq1Þj jsDðpÞjq dp:
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p2B
jð2~lðp; tÞÞq1ð euðp; tÞ  euðp; sÞÞj þ sup
p2B







jsDðpÞjq dp:Furthermore, using again deﬁnitions (81), (85) and (86), we obtainjUqðt; sÞ Uqðs; sÞj 6 1
uð2lÞq1
kð2~lð; tÞÞq1kL1ðBÞk euð; tÞ  euð; sÞkL1ðBÞUqðt; sÞ þ 1uð2lÞq1 k euð; sÞkL1ðBÞkð2~lð; tÞÞq1
 ð2~lð; sÞÞq1kL1ðBÞUqðt; sÞ:Hence, we consider the functions a1 and a2 deﬁned as
R R R k euð; tÞ  euð; sÞkL1ðBÞ ¼ supp2Bj ts oeuðp;uÞou duj 6 ts supp2Bj oeuðp;uÞou jdu ¼ ts a1ðuÞdu,






























 Uqðt; sÞ;where c1 is a real positive constant. Finally, we can conclude inequality (88), taking aðtÞ ¼ c1uð2lÞq1
R t
0 supiaiðuÞdu and c ¼ 0.
Therefore, we can apply Theorem 1 given by Attouch and Damlamian (1975) which guarantees the existence and uniqueness
of the solution of problem (87) and in consequence of problem (83), with _Eð; tÞ 2 L2ðB; SymÞ). Furthermore,ZðXðp;tÞ;tÞ¼
Z t
0
uðhðXðp;sÞ;sÞÞo/qðbK1ðhðXðp;sÞ;sÞ;pÞ : ðEðp;sÞZððXðp;sÞ;sÞ;sÞÞÞdsþZ0ðpÞ 8p2B and t2 ð0;tf Þ: 
ð91ÞLemma 38. The Maxwell–Norton materials satisfy hypothesis (H3): there exists h : Linþ  Rþ  SymB! Sym such that
gðF; h;Z; pÞ ¼ hðF; h; bTðF; h;Z;pÞ;pÞ 8F 2 Linþ; h 2 Rþ; Z 2 Sym and p 2 B:Proof. Taking into account that the deviatoric tensor of ðR hh0 baðrÞdrÞbK1ðh; pÞ : I is null, expressions (75)–(77), (79) and equal-
ity (6), we can deducegðF; h;Z; pÞ ¼ uðhÞo/qðbK1ðh;pÞ : ðE ZÞÞ ¼ uðhÞo/q bK1ðh;pÞ : E Z h
h0




bK1ðh; pÞ : E Z h
h0
baðrÞdr I Z  Ft Ft 
¼ uðhÞo/qðdet FF1½bTelasðF; h;pÞ þ bTtherðF; h;pÞ þ bTplasðF; h;Z;pÞFtÞ ¼ uðhÞo/qðdetFF1bTðF; h;Z;pÞFtÞ:Hence, we can conclude the result deﬁninghðF; h;T;pÞ ¼ uðhÞo/qðdetFF1TFtÞ ð92Þ
for all F 2 Linþ; h 2 Rþ; T 2 Sym and p 2 B. h
Lemma 39. The Maxwell–Norton materials satisfy hypothesis (H4): For all F 2 Linþ, there exists Z 2 Sym such that the function g
veriﬁesgðF; h;Z; pÞ ¼ 0 8h 2 Rþ and p 2 B:Proof. Evaluating expression (79) with Z ¼ E, we obtain the result, i.e. in this case Z ¼ E. h
Remark 40. For the Maxwell–Norton materials with heat conduction Theorem 6 and Lemma 8 are satisﬁed under the
assumptions of Lemma 37.5.2. The motion and energy equations in the deformed conﬁguration
From now on, we omit the dependence on the different operators and functions with respect to the material point p.
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response functions associated with the Maxwell–Norton materials with heat conduction: o
bTelas
oh
ðF; hÞ ¼ 1
detF




ðF; hÞ ¼  1
detF
baðhÞbK1ðhÞ : IBþ Z h
h0




ðF; h;ZÞ ¼  1
detF
FbK10ðhÞ : ZFt ð95Þ
for all F 2 Linþ, h 2 Rþ and Z 2 Sym.
Corollary 41. The momentum and energy conservation equations in the deformed conﬁguration for Maxwell–Norton materials
with heat conduction are, respectively, as follow:q _v¼div 1
det F
FbK1ðhÞ :EelasFt þb inT;
qcF _h¼ h Fdet F
bK10ðhÞ :Eelas baðhÞbK1ðhÞ : Ih iFt : LquðhÞ oe^oZðF;h;ZÞ : o/qðbK1ðhÞ : ðEZÞÞþdivðbkðhÞgradhÞþ f inT





_Z ¼ uðhÞo/qðbK1ðhÞ : ðE ZÞÞ in T:Proof. They are deduced from Eqs. (31)–(33), taking into account equalities (75)–(79) and (93)–(95). h5.3. The motion and energy equations in the reference conﬁguration
















Ftfor all F 2 Linþ, h 2 Rþ and U 2 Lin.
Proof. It is deduced from equality (75) applying the product rule of differential calculus. h
In order to obtain the motion and energy equation in Lagrangian coordinates we calculate the expressions for the ﬁrst
Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensors; thanks to equalities (40)–(42), (75)–(77) we getbSelasðF; hÞ ¼ FbK1ðhÞ : E; ð96ÞbStherðF; hÞ ¼ 3 Z h
h0
baðrÞdr bK ðhÞF; ð97Þ
bSplasðF; h;ZÞ ¼ FbK1ðhÞ : Z; ð98Þwhere bK ðhÞ ¼ 13 ð3bkðhÞ þ 2blðhÞÞ is the bulk modulus and hence, using (43) we deduce the following expressions for the sec-
ond Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensors:bRelasðF; hÞ ¼ bK1ðhÞ : E; ð99Þ
bRtherðF; hÞ ¼ 3 Z h
h0
baðrÞdr bK ðhÞI; ð100Þ
bRplasðF; h;ZÞ ¼ bK1ðhÞ : Z: ð101ÞCorollary 43. The motion equation and the energy equation in the reference conﬁguration for Maxwell–Norton materials with
heat conduction areq0€u ¼ DivðFbK1ðhÞ : EelasÞ þ b;
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where_Z ¼ uðhÞo/qðbK1ðhÞ : EelasÞ:
Proof. The results are deduced from equations (49) and (50) using expressions (96)–(98) and taking into account equality
(45) to obtain that_Z ¼ uðhÞo/qðF1SÞ: 5.4. Thermoviscoelastic linearizations of the motion and energy equations
We assume as in Section 4.2 that the reference conﬁguration is the initial equilibrium position of the body: B0 ¼ B, and
T0; b0; h0; q0; f 0; q0 and Z0 are the initial values for the Cauchy stress tensor, the body force, the temperature, the heat ﬂux,
the heat source, the density of mass and the internal variable Z, respectively; we assume that they verify equilibrium Eq. (51)
with Z0 ¼ 0 and T0 ¼ 0 in order to have the reference conﬁguration like a natural state.
Lemma 44. For Maxwell–Norton materials:
(i) the elasticity tensor bCðhÞ is related with the elasticity tensorial function bK1ðhÞ bybCðhÞ : s ¼ bK1ðhÞ : st þ s
2
 
¼ bkðhÞtrðsÞIþ 2blðhÞ st þ s
2
 
;(ii) the tensor bY is
bYðFÞ ¼  1
det F
baðh0ÞbCðh0Þ : IB ¼ 3 baðh0Þdet F bK ðh0ÞB:Proof.
(i) Considering Deﬁnition 27 and Lemma 42, we have for all U 2 LinbCðhÞ : U ¼ obTelas
oF
ðI; hÞ : U ¼ bK1ðhÞ : Ut þ U
2
 
¼ bkðhÞtrðUÞIþ 2blðhÞ Ut þ U
2
  
;since for F ¼ I; E ¼ 0.
(ii) Thanks to Deﬁnition 31, equalities (94), (80) and taking into account the previous item, we conclude the result. h
Hereafter, we take into account the following properties of the response functions associated with Maxwell–Norton
materials with heat conduction:
 bTelasðI; hÞ ¼ bSelasðI; hÞ ¼ bRelasðI; hÞ ¼ 0 for all h 2 Rþ, since the Green–Saint Venant strain tensor is null as F ¼ I,
 bTtherðF; h0Þ ¼ bStherðF; h0Þ ¼ bRtherðF; h0Þ ¼ 0 for all F 2 Linþ, and
 bRtherðF; hÞ and bRplasðF; h;ZÞ are independent of F.
Thanks to equalities (99)–(101) we deduce from Eqs. (57) and (62) associated with the ﬁrst linearization of motion equation
(1FLM) and of energy equation (1FLE), respectively, taking into account expression (58) for Maxwell–Norton materials with
heat conduction:
Problem (1FL-MN)DivðbK1ðhÞ : eðuÞ  ðIþruÞ½bK1ðhÞ : ðE EelasÞÞ ¼ b; ð102Þ
q0bcFðI; h;ZÞ _h ¼ h½ðIþruÞ½bK10ðhÞ : ðE EelasÞ : r _u




ðI; h;ZÞ : o/qðbK1ðhÞ : eðuÞ  ðIþruÞ½bK1ðhÞ : ðE EelasÞÞ
 DivðbkðhÞð1þ DivuÞrhþ 2bkðhÞeðuÞrhÞ þ f;
_Z ¼ uðhÞo/qðbK1ðhÞ : eðuÞ  ðIþruÞ½bK1ðhÞ : ðE EelasÞÞ:
ð103Þ
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tion equation (2hLM) and of energy equation (2hLE), respectively, taking into account expression (65) for Maxwell–Norton
materials with heat conduction:
Problem (2hL-MN)Div bK1ðhÞ : eðuÞ  Z h
h0
baðrÞdr I  ðIþruÞbK1ðhÞ : Z  ¼ b; ð104Þ
q0bcFðI; h;ZÞ _h ¼ hbK10ðhÞ : eðuÞ  Z h
h0
baðrÞdr I Z  : r _u




ðI; h;ZÞ : o/q bK1ðhÞ : eðuÞ  Z h
h0
baðrÞdr I  ðIþruÞbK1ðhÞ : Z 
 Div bkðhÞrh bkðh0ÞDivurhþ bkðh0Þrurhþ bkðh0Þrutrh þ f;
_Z ¼ uðhÞo/q bK1ðhÞ : eðuÞ  Z h
h0
baðrÞdr I  ðIþruÞbK1ðhÞ : Z :
ð105ÞTaking into account equalities (99)–(101) again, we deduce from Eqs. (69) and (74) associated with the third linearization of
motion equation (3ZLM) and of energy equation (3ZLE), respectively, considering expression (70) for Maxwell–Norton mate-
rials with heat conduction:
Problem (3ZL-MN) Div brðh;u;ZÞ ¼ b;
q0bcFðI; h;ZÞ _h ¼ h obroh ðh;u;ZÞ  3baðh0ÞbK ðh0Þru
 
: r _u q0uðhÞ
oe^
oZ
ðI; h;ZÞ : o/q brðh;u;ZÞð Þ
 Div bkðhÞrh bkðh0ÞDivurhþ bkðh0Þrurhþ bkðh0Þrutrh þ f;
_Z ¼ uðhÞo/qðbrðh;u;ZÞÞ;
beingbrðh;u;ZÞ ¼ bK1ðhÞ : eelasðuÞ ð106Þ
witheelasðuÞ ¼ eðuÞ 
Z h
h0
baðrÞdr I Z: ð107ÞRemark 45. We notice that for problem (3ZL-MN), brðh;u;ZÞ ¼ Sðru; h;Z;rhÞ is the response function of r which is the
linearized second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, considering a linearization for bR as the described one in the proof of
Corollary 34.
Proposition 46. The classical mechanical behaviour law for Maxwell–Norton materials (see Friaâ, 1979, Lemaitre and Chaboche,
1988 and Barral et al., 2007) iseð _uðp; tÞÞ ¼ þ baðhðp; tÞÞ _hðp; tÞIþuðhðp; tÞÞo/qðrðp; tÞÞ
for all p 2 B and t 2 ð0; tf Þ.
Proof. Applying bKðhÞ to expression (106), taking into account equality (107) and deriving with respect to the time, we
obtain¼ eð _uðp; tÞÞ  baðhðp; tÞÞ _hðp; tÞI _Zðp; tÞ
for all p 2 B and t 2 ð0; tf Þ, with _Zðp; tÞ given by_Zðp; tÞ ¼ uðhðp; tÞÞo/qðrðp; tÞÞ:
Hence, we can deduce the result. h
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cients also depend on temperature but they do not consider the term 3baðh0ÞbK ðh0Þru : r _u and they only include the term
bkðhÞrh for heat ﬂux. Furthermore, these authors consider the same motion equation like problem (3ZL-MN).
Remark 48. The motion equation from problem (3ZL-MN) has been considered to simulate the aluminium casting process
(see Barral and Quintela, 2000 and Barral et al., 2003).6. Conclusions
In this contribution, we have introduced general constitutive laws to deﬁne thermoviscoelastic materials with long mem-
ory, using a tensorial internal variable which takes into account their viscoplastic history. We have obtained some restric-
tions and assumptions necessary on the response functions in order to guarantee the second principle of
thermodynamics, to satisfy the principle of material frame indifference and isotropy. Moreover, the corresponding equilib-
rium equations -mass, momentum and energy conservation – have been deduced so much in Eulerian as in Lagrangian
coordinates.
Since the thermoviscoelastic materials with long memory are mainly employed in materials processing, three different
linearizations to their conservation laws have been obtained. These linearizations will allow us: to model processes that
present very strong changes of temperature – ﬁrst linearization; to simulate numerically using, for example, an incremental
method – second linearization; and to simplify the viscoplastic nonlinearities coming from tensorial internal variable – third
linearization. All of this theory has been applied to Maxwell–Norton materials.
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